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44 Jacksonia Drive, Mickleham, Vic 3064

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Type: House

Silva Younan

0455631680

https://realsearch.com.au/44-jacksonia-drive-mickleham-vic-3064
https://realsearch.com.au/silva-younan-real-estate-agent-from-maple-real-estate-roxburgh-park


Contact Maple!

A modern high-end home with designer finishes and alluring northern light within this utterly divine 4-bedroom family

home - and the result is breathtaking. Everything you want in a quality home is here - trend-setting finishes, contrasting

colour palette, stone surfaces, radiant natural light.A location with the convenience of the new shopping centre only a few

minutes walking distance including cafes, medical centres, grocery stores, major facilities, schools and future

developments plus so much more.The heart of this home lies in the culinary kitchen, a haven equipped with 900mm

appliances that promise a seamless cooking experience. A walk-in pantry with additional storage space. The open plan

living and dining is the perfect entertainers space, separating the dining creates a luxurious feel and allows the living zone

to have more space for family and friends. Featuring a built it feature wall for the TV and extra storage.An additional

kitchen in the alfresco awaits with sliding doors opening the space, complete with 600mm appliances. This versatile space

provides the ideal setting for hosting larger gatherings or enjoying intimate family meals. Outdoor entertainment also

features an exposed pergola for the hot summer days.The luxury doesn't end there. The Master Bedroom is a sanctuary of

style, featuring a racked ceiling allowing sunlight to rain down. Indulge in the spacious walk-in robe with ample hanging

space, while the ensuite bathroom beckons with a mesmerising shower and a wall niche for your convenience as well as

LED mirror. The floor-to-ceiling tiles + WC.Additional three bedrooms with spacious mirrored built in robes and the

central bathroom is a luxurious haven, featuring a sizeable shower, double basins, floor-to-ceiling tiles, +WC. A seperate

powder room perfect for all your guests positioned at the entrance.Key features of this remarkable property include

zoned ducted heating and cooling, allowing for personalised comfort in different areas of the home. Pendant lights,

downlights and LED lights all around the oasis bright up the home. The laundry room is well-equipped with plenty of

storage space, making laundry chores a breeze. The landscaping has been meticulously done, creating a visually pleasing

and low-maintenance outdoor space. PLUS so much more!For all enquiries, reach out to Silva on 0455 631 680!


